Vacancy for European Voluntary Service in Poland

- **Name of The Project:** Ecological Education In English
- **Receiving Organisation:** Association Ecoinitiatives
- **Location:** Kwidzyn, Poland
- **Start Date:** 01/03/2015
- **End Date:** 29/02/2016

We are looking for 1 volunteer to work as an English teacher in Kwidzyn. The volunteer will work with different age groups (children, youth and adults), teaching them English using different methodology.

**About Kwidzyn**

Kwidzyn is a town with 40,000 inhabitants, located next to Liwa river in south-east part of Pomeranian province. Development of the town is based on strong industrial structure – production of paper and electronical industry. Surrounding of Kwidzyn are beautiful and rich forests, with nature reserve and lakes. Besides that in Kwidzyn there is a strong field of non-govermental actions. We have organization like scouts, ecological, cultural, musical and theater. Both adults and youth will find a place for spare time and hobby development. Besides that we have cinema and theater and other cultural places like restaurants, pubs and discotecs. There is also a big sport center with football, voleyball, basketball, tennis and minigolf grounds, for the fans of swimming there are clean lakes and one swimming pool. The main office of our organization is located in old part of Kwidzyn, next to forest together with Zoo and bloodstock.

**Tasks of The Volunteer**

Tasks in this projects have 2 dimensions: language animation and volunteers culture presentation.

1. **Language animation:** Volunteer will teach English different groups (children, youth and adults). English lessons will be held in different Kwidzyn's schools as well in the office and youth centres. It is possible also to organize private English lessons in private homes.

2. **Cultural presentation:** Second part of tasks will be presentation of the volunteers country/culture and promotion of EVS. Volunteer will present these topics in Kwidzyn's schools and organizations.

**Criteria**

We are searching people who has experience in teaching languages. We need creative person who has basic knowledge about teaching methodology. From the perfect candidate we expect experience working with groups, making presentation.
How To Apply?
Please send your English CV to Ms. Basak Uslu basak.uslu@yasar.edu.tr and fill the application for on the link below:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1exiK0_ocLR3XRER7gflcFAtA_RmZgW5_8Zk0m0N3Vis/viewform?c=0&w=1

Deadline for Applications: 11th of January, 2015, 18.00

About European Voluntary Service
European Voluntary Service (EVS) is a subprogram of European Union Erasmus+ Programme. In EVS, youth between the ages of 18 to 30 voluntarily works in a European Country related to social responsibility jobs for 2 to 12 months in a host organization.

What Are The Conditions For Applying?
To be able to apply for the EVS the main condition is to be 18-30 years old and to have a sending institution. There are no conditions regarding knowing a foreign language or to be graduated.

What Does EVS Provide For the Volunteers?
EVS will provide you the following opportunities:

- Some part of your travelling costs
- Visa Costs
- Accommodation in the host country
- 3 meals a day or the money that will allow you to purchase your own meal.
- Pocket money for your basic needs
- Language course for the language of the country that you are visiting.